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Abstract 
u  Does planning your course make you feel like you are in a race to complete a list 

of content from the ever-expanding standards? Do you dread giving yet another 
lecture about balancing equations? Imagine a general chemistry classroom where 
instead of listening to a lecture, students are leading a discussion about the 
chemistry behind climate issues. Imagine students studying, but instead of 
making flashcards and lists, they are engaging with complex civic issues and 
devising potential approaches to solve them. Imagine yourself with a renewed 
enthusiasm for the craft of teaching. 

u  Our goal is that you, as a participant, will leave this workshop with a 
concrete plan for a redesigned course that provides a transformative 
learning experience, redefines student success and moves responsibility 
for learning from the teacher to the student. We have achieved notable 
student gains by redesigning our general chemistry course around climate issues 
(ground-level pollution, stratospheric ozone depletion and global climate 
change). The facilitators will lead you through the process of writing effective 
goals, mapping activities to your goals, incorporating active learning strategies 
and choosing relevant assessment options. 

u  Using conceptual frameworks from Wiggins and McTighe, this workshop will 
provide participants with a roadmap for transforming their teaching through 
effective course design. To provide context for redesigning your own course, you 
will participate in actual hands-on activities from our own redesigned course as 
well as analyze student work samples. The majority of your time will be spent 
working in small groups on your own course, sharing ideas and exploring 
effective strategies. 



Outline 
u  Introduction 

u  Who we are 

u  Workshop goals 

u  Backward Course Design – overview 

 

u  Goals  

u  Chemistry & Climate course 

 

u  Activities 

u  Assessments 

 

u  Reflection 



 

The Innovative Course-Building Group (IC-bG) 
u  is a grass-roots social network  

u  supports faculty and staff across disciplines 
u uses civic issues as a catalyst for designing 

engaging courses  

u  focuses on important student learning 
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u Time is valuable: gatherings are 
deliberately designed to be productive, 
meaningful, and enjoyable uses of this 
limited resource 

u Good ideas recycled, refined, and adapted 
become great ideas 

u Collaboration supports innovation 
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…by the end of this workshop you will be able to: 
 

u   Describe the process of backward course design 

u   Evaluate course goals 

u   Connect course goals with active learning  activities 
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Ø  Focus your planning efforts on what you want 
students to achieve 

Ø  Move away from ‘covering the curriculum’ 

Ø  Improve student and faculty engagement 

Ø  Connect course goals, activities, and assessment 

Ø  Facilitates mapping of course goals and student 
assessment to program goals and high school 
standards 

Backward Course Design 

Adapted from Understanding by Design by Wiggins & McTighe 

Why Bother? 



Don’t Panic 

Ø  You don’t need to change all of your course 
goals, activities and assessments at once 

Ø  Gradual process 

Ø  Requires time to plan and reflect 



The Teaching Cycle - 

Backward Course Design 

Adapted from Understanding by Design by Wiggins & McTighe 

Learning 
Outcomes/Goals 

Instructional 
Activities Assessments 



Reflection/Assessment 

Goals 

Activities 

Did students achieve the goals?  
Include formative & summative assessment 

Debates, reports, experiments, posters, 
presentations, interviews, essays, exams 

Ideas 
What is the “big picture” or lofty idea? 

What do you want your student to be able to do? 



UNIT 1: 
Goals 



Essential Goals & Learning 
Outcomes 
�  Based on the work of Barbara Tewksbury 

and Linda Nilson 

Components of good learning goals 

Ø  Student-centered 
Ø  Measurable 
Ø  Concrete 
Ø  Higher-order 
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It isn’t what you do. 

u  A learning objective/goal should not describe 
what you plan to do in a course.   

 

“Students will be exposed to the fundamental concepts of 
chemistry.” 

 

u  Rather, a learning objective indicates what you 
expect your students to be able to do upon 
successful completion of the course.   

u  A learning objective should be student-centered. 
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Chemistry and Climate 

“How we designed this course” 



Chemistry and Climate Goals 
Students will be able to: 
 

•  Demonstrate understanding of the chemical properties of 
atoms, molecules, ions and gases  

•  Demonstrate understanding of the chemical principles of 
stoichiometry, reactions in solutions, thermochemistry, 
atomic structure, periodicity and bonding  

 
•  Implement effective search strategies and evaluate 

sources of chemical information for relevance and 
authority 

•  Explain and analyze scientific evidence. 
•  Form logical conclusions from the chemical information 

presented 
•  Construct strategies to solve problems with integrated 

concepts and evaluate solutions  
 
•  Strive for excellence in their studies and seek to achieve 

high academic expectations in all of their courses 
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Break-out #1 (10 min): 
Mapping 

u  Organize  

u  4 (or 5) groups 

u  Materials 

u  Break-out #1: Activity Sheet 

u  3 Buckets (pollution, ozone depletion, climate change) 

u  GPS 

u  Task 

u  Read each standard 

u  In your group, decide which bucket is most appropriate for 
each standard 

u  Place appropriate standard in bucket 

u  Record your choice on the activity sheet 



Group Discussion (5 min) 

Ø Which standards were easy? 

Ø Which were challenging? 

Ø  Are some standards homeless? 



Unit 2: 
Activities 



 
u How do activities align with your goals/standards? 

u How will you measure them? 
u  Graded or not? 
u  Exams, Clickers, Rubrics, Portfolio 

u Consider using civic issues or “big” problems 

Learning  
Objectives/Goals 

Instructional 
activities 

Assessments 

ACTIVITIES 



Chemistry and Climate Activity: 
Periodic Trends Jigsaw 
Each group member receives a periodic trend data set to analyze 

u  Become an Expert 

u  Homework: research a periodic trend data set  

u  In-class: 10 minutes, working in groups of 4 students that have the 
same data 

u  Put the puzzle together 

u  In-class: 20 minutes, switch back to original group and teach your 
group members about your data set. 

u  Report Out 

u  In-class: 20 minutes, individuals will be randomly called to discuss 
the periodic trends 

u  Sum it up 

u  Group Homework: write a group report summarized all four 
periodic trends including any exceptions with explanations. 
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Break-out #2 (15 min):  
Jigsaw 

u  Become an expert (you) 
u You will get an activity type 
 

u  Put the puzzle together (group) 
u Each person teaches the others in the group 

about their activity type 

u  Sum it up (individual or group) 
u Oral 
u Written report 
u Reflections 

 



Break-out #3 (10 min): 
Design Your Own Activities 

u  Break-out #3: Activity Sheet 

u  Choose a bucket of standards (from breakout #1), and 
dump it out 

u  Brainstorm ideas for activities that incorporate these 
standards 

u  Try to design activities that use more than one 
standard at once 

u  Use activities that you already have 

u  Formalize your activities into a fully designed activity 

u  What will you do? 

u  What will they do? 

u  See handout 



UNIT 3: 
Assessment 



Complete the Assessment 
Anticipation Guide 

 



ASSESSMENTS 

u  Assessments: debates,	  reports,	  experiments,	  
posters,	  interviews,	  presenta2ons,	  essays,	  concept	  
maps,	  exams,	  por5olios,	  designs,	  manipula2ves,	  
presenta2ons,	  labs,	  experiments,	  etc.	  

u  Poster presentations 

Learning  
Objectives/Goals 

Instructional 
activities 

Assessments 

Angelo, T.A. & Cross, K.P. “Classroom Assessment Techniques.” (1993) 
Marzano, R.J.  “Formative Assessment and Standards-Based Grading: Classroom 
Strategies That Work” (2009) 



Chemistry and Climate Assessments: 
Integrate Case Studies with Team  
Oral Presentations 

u  Stimulate interest in the subject and motivation to 
learn 

 
u Improve critical thinking & communication skills:  

students work together to interpret content from the 
course textbook and primary literature 

 
u  Develop interpersonal skills: team members must rely 

on each other to create a well-articulated finished 
product 

 
u  Advance peer teaching and learning:  students must 

master the content in order to deliver a fluid oral 
presentation to their classmates and other peers 
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Pop-Up Museum 

Students are museum 
curators for the local 
science museum. Community 
has experienced unusually hot 
summers and lack of rain that 
has led to drought conditions. 
Curators must develop 
interactive unit for all ages.  
 
Interactive unit must: 

• show scientific explanation 
for climate change  

• address these questions: 
o  Is the planet warming? 
o  How is global warming 

connected to energy use? 
o  Does global warming affect 

our local weather?  
o  If so, how? 

Scenario:  
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u  Yes, the group presentations were a nice change of pace and good experience in 
trying to teach. They were great learning experiences and should be done in the 
future. 

u  I believe the presentations were helpful. Since being able to communicate 
information orally is so important in this field I believe that any amount of 
practice one can get is a great thing. The group problem solving activities were 
also helpful in the sense that we got to share the knowledge we gained with 
our peers. 

u  I really enjoyed the case study presentations this semester. When the students 
teach, they know how they like to learn which makes it easier to follow 
because they want it to be easy to follow as well. 

u  Yes, the presentations were good learning experiences. I got more exposure to 
the material. The presentation forced me to repeatedly read the material so 
that I can explain the text material to my peers. 

u  The concept map help me summarize the information. 

u  I truly felt the presentations helped create a good learning. experience. The 
case analysis activities were interesting, and I would prefer to do more. 

STUDENT FEEDBACK 
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Break-out #4 (10 min): 
Build a Rubric 
 
Rubrics – a set of criteria linked to a set of 
learning outcomes 
 

Design a rubric to assess desired goals/
outcomes 
u  Break-out #4: Activity Sheet 

u  Your activity; or 

u  Our Pop-Up Museum activity 



Greenhouse Effect & Climate Change: 
Major Assessment - Pop-Up Museum 

GOALS 
u  explain and analyze scientific evidence for climate change 

u  articulate the link between combustion chemistry and climate 
change 

u  demonstrate an understanding of the chemical principles of 
thermochemistry 

u  construct strategies to solve problems with integrated concepts 
and evaluate solutions 

u  evaluate scientific and popular information for relevance and 
authority 
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Pop-Up Museum Rubric 
  

articulate 



 
Communication Criteria 
 



Presentation Criteria 



Pop-Up  
Museum:  
Peer Rubric 
 



Water 

ATLANTA  —  Alabama Concerned over Georgia Water Decisions  
Alabama officials have expressed concern over Georgia’s push for 
reservoirs and its regulation of water transfers. 
 
ATLANTA  —   Lake Lanier provides water for millions of metro 
Atlantans. (Gregory Skibinski)  Alabama officials have expressed concern 
over Georgia’s push for reservoirs and its regulation of water transfers.  
 

CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) —  Schools and restaurants closed, grocery 
stores sold out of bottled water, and state legislators who had just started 
their session canceled the day's business after a chemical spill in the Elk 
River in Charleston shut down much of the city and surrounding counties 
even as the extent of the danger remained unclear. 



Food 



•  Was component of this session was most useful? 

•  What do you think you will use in your classroom or courses? 
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IC-bG Summer Institute 2014 

May 16, 2014 

Georgia College Macon Center for 

Graduate Studies   
$35 includes lunch 

 

�  Developing learning goals    
�  Active Learning 
�  Designing the innovative syllabus  
�  Community-based Research 
�  Assessment strategies  
�  Reflective Practice 
�  Making Your Practice Public 
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Chemistry & Climate - Course Blog (chemistryandclimate.wordpress.com) 

GSTA Conference – Presentation Materials (icbg.wordpress.com/gsta/) 

 

 

Using the Climate Debate to 
Revitalize General Chemistry 

June 12-15, 2014 

Charlotte, NC  
Free of cost 

http://www.ccwcs.org/content/
workshop-applications 

�  Developing learning goals    
�  Active Learning 
�  Designing the innovative syllabus  
�  Community-based Research 
�  Assessment strategies  
�  3-day full course re-design 
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